Wha
at’s New
w in Te
eam De
evelope
er 6.2
ew capabilities are coming with Teaam Develope
er 6.2. The new featurees are group
ped by
Many ne
three are
eas, the IDE
E, new .NET features an
nd other APIs and GUI fe
eatures.

The TD
D 6.2 IDE
Using
U
the ID
DE of Team Developer 6.2
6 is a joyfuul and highly
y
productive eexperience.
Many new ffeatures make using Tea
am Developeer 6.2 a joyful
experience. Quickly ope
en any TD file, new Findd All dialog. Quickly
assign seleccted objects to a tab pag
ge. New Meessage prope
erties to
customize t he IDE. Dev
velopers are going to lovve the Team
Developer
D
6
6.2 IDE.
Quickly Open All TD
D Files
The File Open dialog
g is enhance
ed to supporrt quick access to all
TD files without hav
ving to selec
ct the exact TD file exte
ension like
app, aptt, apl.

Find Alll Search Op
ption
The new Find All ssearch option let's you quickly
q
find all occurenc
ces of
arch term in the outline.. Quickly nav
vigate to a ssingle item by
b
the sea
double--clicking on it in the sea
arch results list.

Quick Community and
a Support Access
Need a ssample to le
earn a new feature?
f
Graab it from the TD
Commun
nity.Quick direct
d
access
s to the Tec h Support fo
orums is now
w
available
e.

Easily Asssign Objectts to a Tab Page
Select m
multiple objec
cts in the so
ource outlinee, then from
m the
right-clicck menu cho
oose "Assign
n to Tab Pagge". This op
pens the
assign to
o tab page dialog
d
where
e you quicklyy assign the
e objects
to a tab page of cho
oice.

Customizable Attribute Inspector Messages Tab
The Attribute Inspector messages
tab can be configured to display system
messages, user messages or both. You set
your IDE environment to your specific
requirements.

Other Enhancements
If you double-click in an object in layout mode, the opening outline
view will have the message node expanded for quick code
navigation.
TD 6.2 automatically cleans up the temporary directories used for
.NET compilation.

.NET and APIs
64-bit .NET Apps - 360° .NET Debugging, Custom Exceptions
and a lot more
.NET debugging and deployment power, enhanced exception
handling and many new useful APIs make Team Developer 6.2 a
profound feature release for powerful 64-bit deployment and Web
Services debugging for three-tier application development and
deployment.

Deploy 64-bit .NET Apps
Build and deploy powerful business solutions using the new 64-bit
compile option. Interact with 64-bit database drivers and other 64bit solutions. Team Developer helps you to remain at the edge of
new technologies.

360° .NET Debugging
Team Developer 6.2 offers a great .NET app debugging
experience. Debug any aspect of your .NET application.
Debug .NET Class Libraries written using Team Developer,
debug TD .NET Web Services provider, debug TD apps
that include C# assemblies, including stepping through C#
code. Debug TD.NET assemblies from within Visual Studio.

Custom .NET Exceptions
Define and throw your own custom .NET exceptions
for advanced app error management. Win32 apps that
call .NET classes receive .NET excpetions in case the
calling class throws an exception.

Localize .NET Apps
XAML resource dictionaries can now be loaded
at runtime. This allows users to adopt language
resources to their requirements including the
possibility of translating the entire application
after the app has been deployed.

New APIs
Overwrite a Web Service URL at runtime. Functions to convert
strings to binary and vice versa. Function to get environment
information. Functions to convert local time to UTC and UTC to
local time. File Open Dialog allowing to select multiple files.
Support for SQLBase RC1, RC2 and RC3 no-lock-wait isolation
leves.

GUI Features
Team Developer 6.2 lets you architect beautiful high usability
applications
Create beautiful and rich high usability applications that your
users will love to work with.

The New Ribbon Bar
TD 6.2's new Ribbon Bar is a powerful new UI
component that increases application usability quite a
bit. Users do not need to wander through endless
menues to find the functionality they want to use, with
Ribbon Bars the functionality is in view and quickly
accessible. The new Ribbon Bar features a host of child
controls, small and large buttons, buttons can be push
buttons or check buttons or dropdown menus. Then we
have tray radio buttons, radio buttons, checkboxes,
comboboxes and data fields. All the controls can be set
active or inactive using the comprehensive new Ribbon
API. The API allows to set label and contents of all
objects including building the combobox list contents at
runtime.

New Progress Bar
A great replacement for the outdated cMeter of the
Visual Toolchest. The new Progress Bar is using latest
Windows GUI standards for it's functionality and
usability. The Progress Bar has a set of APIs to control
any aspect of its behavior and look & feel at runtime.

Dialog Dock Hosts
With Team Developer 6.2 you can dock child
windows to a dialog window, just like you
could with form windows before. This allows
for example to always provide the user with
the same toolbars throughout your application,
no matter if users are presented with a form
window or a dialog box.

Charting Control
The Charting Control has been enhanced to support
watermark images and to support multiple charts in one
control that share a common x-axis.

Grid Control Save State
Application users can customize their view of grid
controls by grouping multiple columns and adding sort
orders. TD 6.2 can save the customized settings to an
XML-file and load customized grid settings from an
XML-file. Programmers such can save the state of a
users grid settings and the next time the user uses that
grid, the app can load the previous settings and present
the user with their latest grid customization.

Tree Control Enhancements
The APIs of the tree control have been enhanced with the following
new functions. A function to change the parent of a tree item. This
allows to move entire tree branches to a new parent tree item. A new
function that selects a tree item based on it's data id (primary key).
And a new function to set a tree item image from a binary variable.

DateTime Picker Enhancements
The DateTime Picker has received a number
of new useful properties. These include the
ability to show the week number, to show
the today button, to show the none button,
to show non month days and the ability to
use a date picture.

Other Enhancements
Other enhancements include a property to set themed
mdi backgrounds to on and spell checking for .NET
editable controls.

More
Team Object
Manager
and
Report Builder

Team Object Manager Uses Modern TD 6.2 GUI
Team Object Manager has been moved to a TD 6.2
codebase and such comes with the new attractive TD
themed look & feel. Goodbye battleship grey!

Report Builder 6.2
Report Builder 6.2 has been updated with the new Charting Control
that was made available in TD 6.1. Create stunning reports that
include attractive 2-d and 3-d business charts. The Report Builder
charting control offers a host of properties to customize the charts
that are going to be printed with a report.

